Milwaukee, WI – At the start of last year, Sheriff David A. Clarke Jr. ordered an aggressive weekend Driving Under the Influence (DUI) initiative to rid the Milwaukee County freeway system of drunken drivers. This weekend’s initiative from Friday at 4:00 p.m. through Sunday at 6:00 a.m. resulted in the arrest of fifteen drunken drivers, with one repeat offender. The average PBT result was .10.

Thomas Goodluck, age 51, of Milwaukee, was arrested for DUI-4th, Oliver Principe, age 37, of Racine, was arrested for DUI-3rd, James Colle, age 42, of Milwaukee, and Stephanie Hendren, age 28, of Oak Creek, were both arrested for DUI-2nd.

Frist time offenders were Justin Kobylarz, age 35, of Bay View, Thomas Pfister, age 48, of Pewaukee, Williams Feagles, age 46, of New Berlin, Geoffrey Hiltgen, age 26, of Chicago, IL, Kathleen Leising, age 43, of Wauwatosa, Andreal Washington, age 48, of Milwaukee, Carrie Wenner, age 48, of Milwaukee, Jonathan Bartelt, age 29, of Milwaukee, Alexander Gottsacker, age 26, of Milwaukee, Landis Thompson, age 31, of Milwaukee, and Darrell Cunningham, age 25, of Milwaukee.

For more information about the Milwaukee County Sheriff’s Office, visit our website at www.mkesheriff.org and our facebook page at http://www.facebook.com/MilwaukeeCountySheriff
Follow us on Twitter @MCSOSheriff